
How can a concept of "we" emerge on the internet?  
Join the code party! 
 
We won`t collaborate, we prefer to participate.  
 
Why Openness? Why Collaborate? Answer : Faster and Better.  
 
can`t, don`t want, shan`t muse about shares of the cake.  
 
In co-located creation it is too difficult to actually engage one another because 
of being physically separated. There is no joining and sharing. There is no 
mutual creation and no together. True collaboration can't happen online.  
Building different forms of collaboration = scraping previous modes of 
generating relations? 
 
Opensource-licence art libre-gnu-share ware-cc-copyleft-forking movements are 
infiltrating YOU!  
 
Collaboration is always difficult and also rare. It can only exist locally when 
people subscribe to the same goals. 
 
Collective happiness is subversion, subversion is collective happiness. 
 
The spatial and temporal barriers no longer exist! We are immersed in a world 
without barriers .. so NO LIMIT! participate-and -Join us! 
 
COoperation, COllaboration, CO-hosting, CO-create, COmpose, 
Coparticipation, joint ventures, .. for all this the Internet is only the channel, the 
media that permits to exchange more and all together. So, we mix moral and 
physical persons.  
 
machine mediated collaboration suffers chair 
 
collaboration, cooperation, dialogue, what differentiates them? 
 
communicative animal  euphoria  in excitement and me me you me in this all 
colored co-colaborating join share deal'it delete / disappear bye bye / becoming a 
classified image a case of propagation disappear in the flow 
Collaboration is the hardest thing in the world, I think it can only be reached for 
out of a deep and well assumed loneliness. 
 
cola cola cola cola cola lalalala  
 



The "other party" in sites like Facebook and Twitter that we work with in order 
to create something is Facebook or Twitter itself. It's an inhuman, alienating 
collaboration. Sharecropping, to use Lawrence Lessig's term for corporate 
exploitation of cultural producers.  
Internet is the channel, the media pushing to enable co-creation. 
one communicates over thin bandwidth, unfolding and flowering, down the line, 
in the other(s) 
 
Collaboration might be frustrating ( by default), and the fact that it is happening 
online, using tools mediated by the network, different layers of technology, 
might increase this frustration. 
 
mu mu mutamute comute, I want to be a commutater  
 
thinking together makes breaking away from recieved wisdom possible 
 
You can always work together more, but sometimes it makes things go slow. 
Being creative is, at least potentially, the natural and normal state of every 
healthy individual living in a healthy and stimulating environment. Realizing 
this potential is as much a matter of collaboration and co-creation as of a 
splendid and miserable isolation. 
 
"As new technologies come into play, people become less and less convinced of 
the importance of self expression. Teamwork succeeds private effort." 
 
Creativity can be a performative activity released when engaged through and by 
a community. 
 
co-creation with machines can result in wonderful accidents- for which you can 
claim all the credit. 
 
collaboration is often horrifying  
collaboration is always an effort 
 
I think a sense of belonging is needed, and there is also the need of leaders and 
trust. Collaboration implies clear rules, matching expectations.  
- 
I think it's also not easy to be a leader on the net. Usually it's a demanding work.  
 
Powerfull collaboration requires "the ability to be mutually vulnarable. You 
have to take each other to the edge of what you individually thought you were 
capable of."  
 



Co co CO co co co co co evolving people are happy people. 
 
I think there is loads of creative collaboration on the web. It is simply more 
embedded in social interactions than rendered explicit through self-conscious 
examples of collaborative art making, as was more the case in the past. Here I 
am thinking of the sort of collective narratives that emerge on Twitter and in 
Blogs, or in various types of Wiki based communities.  
 
Co-creation can't be without open minds and tender hearts.  
 
”Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change 
the world; indeed, it is the only thing that ever has.”  
 
You don't know the people you are sharing something with, so it will become a 
mess easier. 
 
Collaboration is one of the guiding terms of an emergent political sensibility in 
which certain collectivities and mutalities are being redefined as modes of 
affectual politics.  
 
What does it mean to create together?  
To create together.  
 
co co coke ain co co coitus co co collapse co co   
 
to to to to get her him him him him togetherhim hmmmmmmm  
 
Sensibility is the factor that makes emphatic understanding possible, the ability 
to comprehend what words cannot say. - Maybe this is lacking in 
computermediated collaboration?  
on social network platforms people can interact without interacting, cooperate 
without cooperating, collaborate without collaborating, communicate without 
communicating.  
 
you have to be able to lose control 
 
to co-create is a wave function travelling both backward and forward in time.  
 
To do something together is always very difficult online and off line.  
 
Loneliness doesn't disappear => Is co-Loneliness easier to bear?  
Collaboration is never neutral.  



 
Cozy sounds of humming computers united in a squeeking, glitching sound 
image  
 
Contributing via the web can be done without meeting anyone, that's often a pro. 
People tend to babbel a lot.  
 
In contributing I act so I exist.  
  
co(whatever) = subject + subject + subject = n * (subject) = diversity + conflicts  
 
col-, com-, con- Latin with, together combine, collide  
 
Con: In opposition or disagreement; against 
Tribute: A gift, payment, declaration, or other acknowledgment of gratitude, 
respect, or admiration.  
 
During the course of the last century collective authorship already played an 
established role in the visual arts, arising out of the development from closed to 
more open art forms, from static objects to dynamic processes, and from 
contemplative perception to active participation.  
 
collaboration online is absolutely different than offline. There is something 
about the physical encounter of two bodies that cannot be achieved else wise. 
However, the possibilities that the network offers for the co-creation of our 
worlds, the possibility to come together with those that have similar interests, 
are notable. I think we are in the age of co-, let's make the most out of it!  
 
We are becoming labour force used by bots. 
Collaborating is alsways more difficult than not collaborating. 
 
To collaborate means joining positive forces, means being part of, guards 
against depression.  
  
Personally i think the internet is becoming the natural space of connectivity, 
collaboration and innovaton. This is happening so quick that people are 
becoming worried.  
 
Can I trust you? When can we trust, who can we trust? That's the important 
question. 
 
everything is different from the other, nothing is identical and finally all is the 
same. we breath in. we breath out, we give. we receive. we control, we don't.  



I don't know, I don't know.. It is so hard to collaborate.. More I am trying, harder 
it is to work together with the others.. Yes, I always share everything, but at the 
end of the day: is the result, the actual artwork, better because of sharing? What 
difference does it make?  
 
We only collaborate. There is no time lost, no coffee breaks and lunch where we 
talk about everything and nothing. Much less likely that an irrelevant accident 
happens and in fact it is precisely from these accidents that arise the best ideas. 
 
Co : What? I have nothing left to share.  
Oh yes I will collaborate, yes, yes,I am not afraid. 
 
Operation laboration lab attendant, blessure & Construction Co 
  
cococococococococococooooo without rico  
 
Participating in the writing of this text let each in his own world, each sends 
his/her own idea into the world, it’s not collaborating, maybe it is thinking 
together. I wonder if this writing together develops a force, or if it only 
fragments. 
 
Collaborate on a product is very good on-and offline as long as you clearly have 
in mind what you want to do or to create together. Making together a work of art 
is more complex. 
 
Democracy relies on shared information structures, but the combination of self-
fragmentation and information flows in network means we are losing the 
rhetorical common ground that allows us to discuss. 
 
To col– laborate seems nice, I like to have smelly  hands 
 
In a networked world, people connect with people like themselves, so it is not 
easy to have access to views of people who don’t think like you. 
 
There's not enough distance between technology and society any more for art 
computing or net art to continue as before, therefore these are not the tasks to 
collaborate on. We need to move from collapsing that distance to recreating it, 
or to problematising the closeness, or to finding where a new distance might 
exist. We'll need to collaborate on that. 
 
Anonymity brings along funny contributions, but also critical, crazy and insane 
ones. 
 



Working with others is a way to meet others, not to be alone. 
If  I contribute I bind myself to ….. 
 
I won’t, can’t collaborate.  
 
Working together takes time and that doesn’t suit our We Want It All Now 
society. We will have to slow down. 
 
Our notebooks do not belong to us anymore. Not that they belong to others: they 
form the substance of the machines and the matrix network.  
We are not deprived from them, we are dispossessed, speech and reticular 
writing now forming the horizon of a real technological apraxia: inability to 
master fear to lose oneself, deprivation facing the abyss of informational 
quagmire.  
A collaborator is part of a system without being the one who decides, who 
discusses. Implemented in the orders of a joint command, without co-N-
certation, tification, co-N-fiscation fixing thoughts, co-N-suls, projections, to be 
in-co-N-scient , cha-manic position of co-LAB-nator, erasure of the narrator.  
It is not smooth, there is freak, there is "I do not know how to deal with it", there 
is "a mark of a withdrawal, a piece of utopia, a private memory [...]".  
Groupware  
All your collaborative work online for free!  
It is not smooth, there is freak, there is "I do not know how to deal with it", there 
is "a mark of a withdrawal, a piece of utopia, a private memory [...]". 
It is the sound of a machine that turns here and this noise that gets lost in the 
depths of cold rooms that shelter the servers. Sharing crackles; collaborative 
work is a flow of 0v and 5v and triggers the back and forth of the arms of hard 
disks on the circular mirrors saiving data. The collaborative work is not 
modulation but rupture and fracture of the modulation.  
When the human will become as impeccable as a machine, it is diverted and 
that's where it gets dangerous. You can find excellent examples of this in 
history, the twentieth century in full of it.  
The collaborative work is imperfect but is not nothing, is not silence.  
The collaborative work, the sharing is not always, does not always start at the 
quarter-turn, does not always work ... The noise is there, is part of life, the noise 
is there, that is the living, the living part of  technology; imperfections are the 
human part in technology, "the weakest link is always behind the keyboard ".  
Without fans for more silence and less maintenance.  
www.anteor.com  
Additional information  
Collaborative Software Work "  
Machine Tools "  
Ice Cream Machine '  



Textile Machine "  
Microsoft SharePoint 2007  
PREXENS solution architect Projects, Components, intranet Training  
and groupware  
BlueKiwi Software: The solution of social networking business!  
Connectikup "Intranet"  
The collaborative modular intranet solution intranet open source  
Groupware  
All your collaborative work online for free!  
Collaborative Platform  
Expand collaborative work Manage and Share your Documents  
Real Time Collaboration  
Your collaborative platform key-in-hand - SaaS mode / installed  
Sponsored  
what is billed as collaboration often is manipulation  
free_co_art_co_license_co_Licence_co_art_co_libre  
free_co_art_co_license_co_Licence_co_art_co_libre  
[Cc-co] Creative Commons and iCommons.  
creativecommons.org  
Welcome to Co-Creative Healing  
Creative Co-op supplies a full line of wholesale decorative accessories, accent 
furniture and wall decor  
Co-share Room in simei For FEMALE only.  
Share Price Information for China Food Co. (CFC) ... 3 Month China Food Co. 
Share Graph. 3 Month China Food Co. Share Price Graph ...  
Can anyone tell me how I can request an upgrade on AC co-shared flight?  


